
Tigercat Instructions
For all gluing we used thick and thin ca 



Start with the fuselage
take out all corresponding parts from the balsa and ply cnc cut sheets

Line up with F16 and carefully place formers F2,F7,F11, do not glue yet.



Place Former F17 1 x 1 into assembly carefully aligning, place F3, place F15, place F5
Now align assembly and glue with thin Ca



Place former F1A and F1 and glue , place formers F18 2x and glue
Pin down fuselage assembly on worktable and join with F24 



Place formers F2,F7,F11,F22 AND temp former
Place 2,5x6 stringers on sides and bottom.



Use a razorplane and a sanding block to sand down the stringers to the formers level
place the 3x50mm balsa sheet onto the bottom stringers and sand the sheet flush with the formers.



Sand side stringers flush with formers, start sheeting bottom part with the 2x12 mm strips



Place formers F14,F20,F21,F23,F19(back part) then place F26, F19 (front part)
pin down and glue with thin ca.

For clear vision this is shown separate from fuselage, but actual construction is done on fuselage



Sheet top nose part with 3mm balsa and place tail formers 



Place F32A make sure for straightness , and place F28,F29,F30 onto F31 and place onto fuselage



Place  back sheeting from scrap 3mm , place F10 and place scrap fill to sides and sand flush



Make up the side top sheeting from 1,5mm balsa and glue to fuselage side, place steering cables and place small 
doublers on end of sheeting, the sheeting does not go to the end of the fuselage. 



Place vertical sheeting strip onto rudder and fuselage, make rudder sheeting from 1,5mm balsa
Place small scrap piece to take sheeting on front part of rudder(see arrow)



Place top back sheeting from scrap 3mm and place top nose sheeting from scrap 3mm , place bottom sheeting from 
3x33x1000 balsa , sand smooth, place nose block and sand to shape 



Take out all corresponding formers for making the wings.
Join MF1 with MF2 and MF3 with MF4

Make up the bottom sheeting from 1,5mm x 660mm balsa.
Join the sheets with cellotape,fold open, then glue with thick ca



Draw up the lines for ribs and formers onto sheeting with a soft pencil.
Place mainformers onto sheeting and place ribs, pin down mainformers and glue to sheeting

Then glue 1 by 1 ribs onto formers and sheeting.
Place sub leading edge from 2x12 balsa place AF1 and roll ribs to the sheeting with thin ca



Place trailing edge strip from 2x12 balsa onto sheeting to the ribs, make up other side the same way as you did.



Place 6mm aileron leading edge and some scrap for taking the rudder horn. Place servo’s (best do it your way) as you 
like, do not forget all wires you need for motors and speed controllers.

Place helpformer on one side; position as per plan.



Make up top sheeting from 1,5x660mm balsa make sure for a tight fit
Pin down one wing side , pin at the main former and at the tip at the mainformer and at the position where the 

helpformer is situated  



Place top sheeting making sure not to warp the wing.
Sand smooth wing , place leading edge from 6x14x66 balsa and sand as per plan

Smooth tip for taking the wingtips



Join tip parts , sand smooth and place onto wing, sand flush and round off .
Place 6x30mm wing dowel



Join elevator and sand smooth place into fuselage , make sure for straightness , make rudder and sand smooth



Cut out the nacelles along the scarfed lines , sand them flat and place N1 and N2 , you might need to sand N1 or N2 for 
correct fit, place nacelle on work plate and glue N1 and N2, join the two halves and check for fit with the motor cowl



Join nacelles and sand to a good fit to the wing glue onto wing as per position on the drawing , make sure for you 
cables to be long enough , make up the motor cowl



Make up N3 with self clinching M3 nuts ( you will have 3 positions here are shown 4 positions)
the easiest way to glue the N3 to the cowls is to find a appropriate distance holder like a spray can closure.

Glue N3 with thick ca or use epoxy glue



Place cowls to the nacelles, place the wing with cowls onto a flat worktable so the cowls are at the same position and 
straight, glue cowls with ca

Place wing onto fuselage and drill and tap the wing holder for the M5 nylon fastener.
Place F14 and make the vacuum formed wing cover fit.



Place F9 a bit of tilting to the back will make it easier to open the canopy
Glue wing cover.

Make small opening in wing cover to screw down or loosen the wing.
Make canopy from F4,F6,F8 and the canopy vacuumvormed part



Make opening for the canopy closing place canopy , preferred painted and placed with pilot before.
Smooth out the nacelle to wing join it is left open.



Now the Tigercat should be ready to finish, we have finished it with glass 25gr/mtr and PS100 (polyurethane 1K )
We also glassed the nacelles for strength as the landings will be on the nacelles, we do recommend this as in practice 

this has been proven ok.
Carefully wet the glass with the ps100 do not wet it too much if you see shinny spots it is too wet it should be all matte 



Also glass the tail feathers and fuselage , side by side let dry , then use a scarf knife to cut off the remaining glass ,and
carefully sand smooth then place other half of glass, when you need to join just do a small overlap , you will need to 

sand it away later.



When all parts are glassed including rudders etc sand carefully smooth , then do wet the glass again with ps100 .
After this sand smooth again, you can use more power now.

Now make some ps100 with talcum powder put in plenty but not so much that it is not running anymore , it must just be 
enough so it will run out smooth , brush it in in a thick layer, after hardening you need to sand it smooth, if done well it 

will take you paint now with too much troubles 



Make up elevator with 2mm steel wire bend as per drawing ,cut out the hinges from the hinge sheet, make knife cuts at 
the hinge position and place hinges , glue hinges with thin ca



Do also the hinges fore the ailerons this way, place rudder horns and check for movements .
We placed the receiver onto the wing and 2 servo wires routing to the fuselage for rudder and elevator.

We used a Typhoon 29/12/10 for the prototype with a 10x6 cam gear prop and used 3S3200 cells



For finish we used Vallejo water based paint  panel lines were made with a white pencil, the Tigercat is sprayed over 
with clear paint also matte


